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Client: Rob Barrett 

Location: Hillingdon / Minet Park 

Date of report: 16th May 2020 

Midweek I set up the road bike on the Feedback rollers to check that the AeroPod was recording data. 

That was successful so Saturday I went back down to the cycle circuit. Not much of a warmup and cool 

down on this session. Lap 2 marks the start of the AeroPod calibration run. The measurement run 

commenced at around 15:26 and carried on recording data until the end of the ride back home. 

 

The calibration data has air speed and power recorded, the Garmin data has land speed and power 

recorded. The best I can conclude from the two graphs on the following page is that both devices 

recorded correctly (!) The conclusion from the two graphs on the third page is that the AeroPod air 

speed reflected some tail wind and some traffic drafting resulting in the Garmin data showing a lower 

CdA than the AeroPod data. 

The interesting thing is that the AeroPod CdA from the calibration laps (0.3749) and the AeroPod CdA 

from the ride home (0.3749) have come out exactly the same without any degree of fudging. The 

analysis of each was split up by the analysis of the Garmin data. The fact that the two numbers are 

exactly the same is pure coincidence as the Crr data used is that for the Hillingdon circuit and unlikely to 

be the same for the variable surfaces on the ride home. I’d be impressed if the results were within 

0.0050 of each other. 

Next step is pairing the AeroPod with the SPMs on my P3C and tweaking the GoPro mount on the riser 

bridge so that it will accommodate the AeroPod. I might take the intermediate step of putting the P1s 

on the P3C as that is less of a risk. 
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The analysis: 

This is the data from the AeroPod calibration period, three laps of the circuit, ordinary hoods position, 

addition of the Fly12 front light / camera over the setup from last week (CdA 0.3366).  

 

The same laps analysed using the Garmin data …. 
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This is the data from the AeroPod after the calibration run. 

 

This is the Garmin data. The Lap 5 marker is the start of the road ride home. This corresponds to the 

section between two kilometres and 10 kilometres in the AeroPod data above. 
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AeroPod (Newton) calculated power versus P1 (DFPM) power 

 

 

CdA Analysis based on DFPM power and air speed 

 

 

Ends 


